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Ed Brenegar Writes The Future of Leadership with E… Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Brilliant. Nothing is hidden. Everything is in view. The intention is plain to see. The curtain has fallen. These

haters of humanity stand naked before the world. Why did they do this? They are representatives of a long

anticipated flowering of the World Spirit (Geist) that seeks utopia on earth. To have it they must destroy.

To destroy they must lie. And continue to lie, again and again, until they become mad. Truth wins out. No

one can control it. It transcends everything. So, in the midst of this craziness, I have hope. All is not lost.

This moment in history is the transition that ten generations from now will be talked about as the end and

the beginning. Thank you for poem. It feels like something that should be engraved in stone and hung at

every door in Congress. May it be shared throughout the generations.
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MyCovidBubble Writes MyCovidBubble’s Newsletter Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Their slogan Build. Back. Better was an open tell.

You can't build it back until you destroy it all first.
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Robert Curlin Writes Bemused in Hicksville Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice
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BlazeCloude3 Apr 12 · edited Apr 17

NOTICE TOO...No defining exactly who, what

is to BUILD. BACK. BETTER.

BIS with Central Banker Family Cartels are Fascist Hybrids'

ORIGINATED Swiss Opium Highway centralized in Basel as built by

the British Monarchy/Aristocracy with Nazi Germans

and managed by U.S. during WW2.

The Techno-Feudal Fascists ARE CENTRALIZED in

Basel, Davos, Geneva. SWISS ARE NOT NEUTRAL!!!!

While all originates in The City of London before spreading

from the Rothschild's-Backed Benedict Arnold's

Pierpont and Morgan's Banks...As well as

The Jekyll Island Monster called 'The Fed'...Bringing

the NYC/D.C. Wolves into the mix.

The Globalists are Centralized in Switzerland...STILL AN OPIUM HIGHWAY.

FASCIST HYBRIDS HAVE WEAKENED THE U.S.

AND THE WHOLE WEST BY EVEN USING

U.S MILITARY AS ITS OWN WHILE STRENGTHENING

CCP/CHINA TO BUILD. BACK. BETTER.
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Justin Apr 16

They exposed themselves as the ones to build it back and that it is for them.

They are nothing more than megalomaniacs who want to control the world for themselves.

It will only be better for them.

Never forgive and never forget their insanity!

For them to ask for 'amnesty' for their insanity proves their insanity.
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BlazeCloude3 Apr 16

The pathological view their insanity as HIGHLY EVOLVED as any behavior is allowed

to meet all needs which are gratified virtually 100% of the time regardless of who is

hurt or suffers and dies. Since they compete with all having dispositions towards

goodness for feelings of 'Moral Superiority' AND REFUSE TO EVER CHANGE

THEMSELVES because all needs get met...That leaves only the option TO CHANGE

ALL OF SOCIETY, TURN IT UPSIDE DOWN TO MAKE EVIL GOOD AND VIEWED AS

MORALLY SUPERIOR. They are delusional to believe themselves SANE... 

😂🤣🤣😭

When their subversion of society succeeds, as it is at this time...They GLORY and

FEED from the misery, suffering, torment and death as THEY FEEL MORALLY

SUPERIOR..

👎😝🤢🤮🤮

.

Hope you have the capacity to view it objectively...And, to laugh a bit. THAT IS THE

ONLY WAY TO SURVIVE THE HORROR. 

🙏😇🙏
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Justin Apr 16

You read my mind and I couldn't agree with you more.

It is a war between the sane and insane, and of course the insane think they are

superior and will try to make everyone else as insane as they are and reduce us

to their least common denominator. We are witnesses to the psychopathy taking

over and making us their collateral damage.

The links to the books in this well written article are well cited and I have read

them all.

https://dissidentvoice.org/2008/05/beware-the-psychopath-my-son/

Ponerolgy isn't getting the study and attention it deserves.
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BlazeCloude3 Apr 16 · edited Apr 16

Absolutely...Odd about how you were attuned to what I was addressing.

Once worked with this segment of society as well as the possessed in

attending Exorcism and being an assistant with prayer...Which is vital. Our

good Dr. is very well known and revered in certain circles. One aspect he

didn't address in his article is the competitive aspect of the pathological

and in that; there are those who will NEVER accept any boundary or change

and those most certainly would push the buttons to destroy the

world...Nuclear Devastation would be a joy.

The hallowed-out mountains and bunkers located deep in sparsely

populated regions are ready and waiting for such a situation. Set boundaries

and refusing to ever give and inch with these people may be mandatory and

it is necessary to eradicate any merciful and empathetic impulses natural

within the good. While fact...It's a matter of wisdom to use caution when

removing the reins of power from such people as some are not only highly

intelligent, cunning and resourceful...They are willing to commit suicide

while enacting total devastation upon the world instead of admitting defeat.

He clearly was deliberate when he didn't address the factor of

Competitiveness in this population in the article.
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Justin Apr 16

After reading the books linked in the article I linked to, I see how

important it is to understand how psychopaths think and what makes

them tick. It is horrifying but essential to understand who and what the

enemy really is.

That is the reason most people don't want to go there, since it is too

uncomfortable. As uncomfortable as it was for me, I knew that I need to

know this, and I am so glad that I do now.

The psychopaths will kill us all unless we stop them.

Their fatal error is thinking they can survive in their bunkers since they

will wish they were dead when their MREs run out and they cannot do

anything to survive on their own.
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BlazeCloude3 Apr 16

That's the kicker, isn't it? Most are so accustomed to feeding

upon other people to survive that they neglect to learn survival

skills...MOST. 

👿🐍👹🗣

There are those excessively cunning and

very adept. Just be sure to be locked and loaded...Calm and

prepared and be certain your whole family is equally

knowledgeable and skilled.

💪💣💥

 Mustn't be afraid of these

horrors as they use it for their own benefit. GLAD you've had the

strength of character to KNOW OUR ENEMY. Few people have

that discipline in confronting the distasteful. PRETTY

IMPRESSIVE. 

😉🤩🙋
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Bianca Kennedy Writes Out of the Ordinary World Apr 17

And how did they all know they were going to need to build anything back better when they first

started using this communist slogan?
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God’s Path -Road Less Taken Writes God’s’s Substack Apr 13

6uild 6ack 6etter- they’re all about the symbolism
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Laura Noncomplier Nov 29

Well no, they are actual Satanists
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God’s Path -Road Less Taken Writes God’s’s Substack Nov 30

100%
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Ryan Gardner Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Agree.

But history is not kind when the population can not distinguish truth and lies; indeed reality and the

imaginary. We are at the precipice; obliviously staring at the abyss of bondage.

This is why totalitarianism uses absurdities and controlled chaos as a vehicles for social atomization.

To "nudge" (eventually by force) people to voluntarily give up agency to exist as automatons - living

in an entropic phantasmagoria and not being able to detect it...and therefore prevent it.

In other words; to get people to shackle their own chains by trading their purpose to the state.

"Apart from the massacres, deaths and famines for which communism was responsible, the worst

thing about the system was the official lying: that is to say the lying in which everyone was forced to

take part, by repetition, assent or failure to contradict. I came to the conclusion that the purpose of

propaganda in communist countries was not to persuade, much less to inform, but to humiliate and

emasculate. In this sense, the less true it was, the less it corresponded in any way to reality, the

better; the more it contradicted the experience of the persons to whom it was directed, the more

docile, self-despising for their failure to protest, and impotent they became."

- Theodore Dalrymple
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Peter Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

That's an excellent quote.
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Ryan Gardner Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

This is why the masking is so dangerous. The propaganda was literally on a persons face

and became an object of intense focus that depersoned everyone at once - disarming

each individual and the population as a whole with a ritual of adorning propaganda for

access to society. Total control with the slightest of perceived compulsion wrapped in a

twisted moral trickbox that was easily policed, BUT required an individual who resisted to

pay the biggest price of further isolation.

It accomplished everything in that quote, without much effort, and is a tool that could very

well lead to the atrocities he refers.

Very powerful form of control because it also marks the non-conformers by just seeing

their faces. To be a person was the mark.
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Mrhounddog Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Dangit Bubba! How am I supposed to insert snark when you write stuff like this? Now I

have to get all serious and go clean essential gear.
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Rules of law Apr 16 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

The continual push to bring masks back after not wearing them is proof enough of

what you say is bang on correct.
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Ryan Gardner Apr 16 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

They are there to "reach" for.

Crate training
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Ryan Gardner Apr 12

Thank you sir!
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Jackie Geritz Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

What generations? 

😥

They have made, and are continuing to make, the children infertile.
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Ed Brenegar Writes The Future of Leadership with E… Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I don't know you, Jackie. I have talked with women around the world who choose not have

children because world is such a harsh place. I tell them. You are the women who should be

having children because you will raise them with an awareness of the world that will ultimately

make the world a better place. Take heart. Their messaging is intended to make you feel this

way. BTW, I became a grandfather this weekend. The family line goes on.
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Kathleen Writes Kathleen Devanney's Newsletter Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Congrats on the grandchild, Ed. And fully agree with your sentiments.
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wendy perzow Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Fellow new Grandparent here.

Going to teach what I was taught...and that's all there is to it.

Indeed, congrats Ed and enjoy all there is about the beauty and wonder of life.
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Ed Brenegar Writes The Future of Leadership with E… Apr 12

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you, Wendy and Kathleen. I'm trying not to over plan. Instead, I'll do what I

did with his mother and her brothers. Train them to be responsible adults as

young as possible.
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wendy perzow Apr 12

That's the ticket Ed !
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Truth Teller Apr 12

💯
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Ed Brenegar Writes The Future of Leadership with E… Apr 12

1000%
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San Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Jackie - there are more that are standing up than you may realize - almost everyday I encounter

folks sho are willing to share with me as our paths cross - that they did NOT succumb to jab (s)

nor did their children nor grands (THAT generation).
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Truth Teller Apr 12

No vax for my 4 kids (grade school to teens). And we’ve discussed the strange topic of

choosing unvaxxed spouses one day with the older ones. 

😬🥴
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San Apr 12

You are wise
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God’s Path -Road Less Taken Writes God’s’s Substack Nov 30

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

San, I totally agree, social media and lamestream media gaslight the public into believing

we are the minority when we are the majority thousand times over! 

🙏🌎💪
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Prof. Fred Nazar Writes Scientific Progress Apr 12

After suing with class actions, our 1st priority should be this: stop the automatic approval of the

modifications of the WHO International Health Regulations: Congress must repeal them before

November!!!

Otherwise it's a sovereignty power grab from the WHO:

The threat of the WHO sovereignty-grab by the IHR and International PLANdemc Treaty:

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/the-threat-of-the-international-plandemic

--------

2. We need an urgent law in Congress to stop CBDCs (Fed cashless digi-dollar). It's the backbone of

the future digi-tatorship:

The full PLAN exposed:

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/the-plan-revealed

--------

3. We need a law requiring every dollar to be backed by real assets: gold, flour, oil, soy, whatever you

can turn into an unforgeable warrant.

Masons forge billions of dollars: with that easy money they infiltrate and corrupt everything:

puppeticians, judges, DAs, election officers, security agencies, armed forces, police, etc.

The 2020 and 2022 rigged and stolen elections (it’s the machines!):

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/the-2020-american-coup

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/david-rockefeller-illuminati

J6: what THEY don't want YOU to know
Expand full comment
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D H Writes D’s Substack Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

They won't care about any laws
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Ray Horvath, "The Source" :) Writes Ray’s Newsletter Apr 12

They are making them against potential opposition. :)
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Sue Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

You're right about the laws we need. But we're not living in a world where Congress will

implement them.

Our Federal government no longer exists in the form the founders envisioned. It's been

infiltrated by the treasonous cabal. It does not serve the people. It is actively trying to enslave

and destroy them.

The only hope for enacting these types of laws is at the state level, and of course, many states

are governed by those in lockstep with the Feds.

But for those lucky enough to live in red states, there's a chance.

First, and most important, the vast majority of people must become aware of CBDC. Make sure

your friends and family understand what it is and why it must be stopped.

We need to light fires under our governors and state legislators to ensure they too are fully

aware and will act to protect citizens by making CBDC illegal.

Starting now, we must all use cash as much as possible. Smart phones are integral to the CBDC

system. Ditch them, and use a flip.

In the US, the infrastructure for the CBDC slavery system will begin installation in July.

There's no time to waste.
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Those "living in red states" are living on borrowed time. The left is pretty busy, but

eventually it will get to the red states, too. Just ask WA, OR and CO about that whole red

state thing. Or AZ, where being a lawyer who is openly Conservative will get you disbarred.
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Sue Apr 12

I take your point. That's why I said there was a "chance", not a certainty.

In TN, the state legislature appears to be proactive against CBDC. Sen. Frank Nicely in

particular, has been strongly advocating for a state bank with a depository. He's also

stated that if circumstances deteriorate severely enough, secession is an option.

CBDC will impact everyone no matter what their ideology may be. Once people

understand exactly how this system works, that it ends privacy and freedom, the only

ones who will want to see it implemented will be the globalists and their government

lackeys.

And there are more of us than them.
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hoppah Apr 14

There are more cattle than farmers.
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Sue Apr 14

True. But none of the cattle know what's up til it's too late.

Increasing numbers of us are becoming more fully aware with each passing

day.

That's why the cabal is rushing CBDC and all the other evil crap as fast as

they can.
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hoppah Apr 18

A few of us are aware, but mostly just the ones who already were true

believers. There is a vast sea of people who are completely unaware.

People who don't really pay attention to the news and politics. Likely a

large *majority*. They won't see it coming. They never do.
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Ray Horvath, "The Source" :) Writes Ray’s Newsletter Apr 12

I suppose, law enforcement that would enforce laws against their bosses might have to come

first. :)
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The Society of Problem Solvers Writes The Society of Problem Solvers Apr 12

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

We know the problems. We also know the solutions. Transparency. Decentralization. Organization of

our alignment against them and using the “tyranny of the masses” problem found in direct

democracy in a carefully crafted countermeasure against The Corruptors - aka the people who are

corrupting our systems. Satoshi taught us this here:

https://open.substack.com/pub/joshketry/p/satoshi-lives-an-exclusive-interview?

r=7oa9d&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web
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San Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Ed - 

♥💔❤🩹👏👏👏👏

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Ray Horvath, "The Source" :) Writes Ray’s Newsletter Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you for your comment. It inspired me to write my today's article:

https://rayhorvaththesource.substack.com/p/false-hope-sells-because-its-cheap

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

God’s Path -Road Less Taken Writes God’s’s Substack Nov 30 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Ed, reading this made me happy to have crossed paths. This is how I’ve been looking at the situation

for a while now. I’ll never give into pressure from the naked liars, I try to warn family but too many are

severely psyop’d, especially my parents generation. My dad was a pin cushion for the military so

instead of question the govt, he fell right in line and my mom behind him. My 51 year old sister also

took two jabs and shortly after was hospitalized for vaginal hemorrhaging. This lasted several days.

My dad, since the jabs, has had a pacemaker put in his chest and my mom has admitted that she is

experiencing eratic heart beats since the jabs. My point is , I warned them all before they did it and

they looked at me as crazy.

Now, my parents are starting to wake up and they tell me info that I told them about 2+ yrs ago. It’s

disheartening to see your loved ones blindly follow a fallen leadership- across the board- no political

party exempt! All I have now is my sanity, what’s left of it and my prayer 

🙏

 God bless and God speed

to all the TRUTH warriors!

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ed Brenegar Writes The Future of Leadership with E… Nov 30 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Some people learn by logic. Others learn by observation. The vast majority learn by experience,

which can be hard and catastrophic. Thanks for you thoughts.
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deleted Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Comment deleted

Rules of law Apr 16 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I read a great comment. Vaccine hesitant is a fraudulent claim. It's vaccine cautionary. What a

clown show by World Vaccine Congress that they aren't literate enough to use proper wording.

But that's deceit by them to push coerce onto those who choose to not take what they peddle.
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Anne Clifton Writes Outside of the Camp Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Just posted to Facebook, in hopes that some of my Christian (and non-Christian) friends will wake up.

The church has been far too silent.
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Bridget Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

When believers in Christ willingly take a rushed, experimental jab built upon the stolen cells of

murdered Children, and then take no notice of the resulting injuries and deaths, you have to ask

yourself why?

Truth apparently means little to many.
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Misha Writes Misha’s Substack Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

They are spiritually, intellectually and emotionally asleep.
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MyCovidBubble Writes MyCovidBubble’s Newsletter Apr 12

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

This. They are under the guise that simply showing up to church and tithing somehow

makes them pious. Most I know in the church don't question a single thing and on advice

of their pastor lined right up for their jabs and boosters.
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Bandit Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

The VAST majority of "christians" I have known throughout my life have been the most

egregious hippocrites I have ever met. Therefore, none of what they did in the last 3 years

surprises me much.
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Unapologetically Me Writes Just Another Canadian Dissident. Apr 12

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

This. 

⬆
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Anne Clifton Writes Outside of the Camp Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I've shared this several times on various substacks. I was told that one of our church elders, who

teaches a Bible class, asked for prayer for our severely injured friend, but then assured the class

that vax injuries are rare. He also urged them to get the booster. I offered Dr. Peter McCullough's

book to him, but he declined. He said it is divisive and he didn't want to get involved. He was

already involved! My respect for him has plummeted. Our friend got a booster last May while on

a stateside visit. Her family ministers in Central America, but she is still unable to return and they

are considering shutting down the ministry.
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MyCovidBubble Writes MyCovidBubble’s Newsletter Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

The church wasn't silent. The church was complicit.

https://mycovidbubble.substack.com/p/do-it-for-jesus-man
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Sassy Goatherd Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Yes! Complicit. Such a betrayal of the Faithful. The human shepherds have betrayed their flocks.

John 10:12. At a time when pastors and leaders should have been the MOST vocal about the

physical and spiritual deception and dangers that were occurring under the guise of a

pandemic. However, there are a few shining lights around the country who did not comply.
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Justin Apr 16

Most so called "churches" are nothing more than a business, with salvation for sale.

I am not an atheist. I just don't pay homage to any so called "church" and they will not save

you or me. Save yourself.
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San Nov 29

Justin - Not church, but Jesus Christ is my Saviour 

✝
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San Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Anne - the Church & its leadership for the most part has been abysmal in addressing this travesty or

has fallen right in line with the tyrants.
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Kathy M. Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Feeling very lucky to be subscribed to Margaret Anna Alice and cheering on Dr. Lawrie for her

memorable video. Not to be a party-pooper but it could be that churches would be under the threat

of extinction if they started getting political. I think churches will have to "go underground" to point

their congregation in the right direction while they carry on their desperately-more-than-ever

needed mission of spiritual enhancement.
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Anne Clifton Writes Outside of the Camp Apr 12 · edited Apr 12

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I don't consider this to be political. I got so tired of people mocking me (online) and calling me a

Trumper. I would remind them that Trump was responsible for Warp Speed! This is life and death

and even those who have tried to stay out of it are going to be affected soon as tyranny

increases. My husband started saying years ago that the homosexual agenda would drive

churches underground. Even so, we had no idea how demonic it would get with the trans

movement.
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Bandit Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

This hypocrisy has been around as long as I have. I'm positive it wasn't a new thing when I was

born.
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Anne Clifton Writes Outside of the Camp Apr 12

I'm sure there are plenty of hypocrites in the church, but they're everywhere else also. Look

beyond fallible humans like me and learn about Jesus. You can begin with the book of

John. Take care.
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SusanSays Apr 12

Sadly, the churches went woke instead of standing for God.
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Anne Clifton Writes Outside of the Camp Apr 12 · edited Apr 12

Mine is not woke; it is very doctrinally sound. I think the issue for some is what Eric Metaxas

wrote about in his book, Letter to the American Church. They think this is political and they are

supposed to "stick to the gospel." Romans 13 is often cited by pastors to indicate that we

should submit to the government. I often have private conversations about covid/vaccines at

church. Also, since I help teach tenth grade girls, I have mentioned the trans issue a bit. Maybe

I'm imagining things, but after the second time, the youth pastor had a meeting with the three of

us who teach the class. He didn't come out and say it, and I chose not to ask, but I thought he

was telling me in a roundabout not to talk about cultural issues, to stick to the Bible. I didn't ask

because if I don't know specifically what he meant, I can continue doing the same thing in

ignorance. That's actually one main reason why I wanted to teach; I know what they are facing in

the culture and want to be of help.
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Bridget Apr 13

I always ask those spineless, good German style cooperative and go along to get along

believers in Christ this:

Would they have remained silent in the era of legalized Slavery? They’re good with 64

million defenseless Human Children legally butchered? Injectable ClotShot injuries and

deaths mounting around the world and it’s not right to utter a peep?

What’s the point of believing in Christ if you’re not being just like Him?
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Prof. Fred Nazar Writes Scientific Progress Apr 12

After suing with class actions, our 1st priority should be this: stop the automatic approval of the

modifications of the WHO International Health Regulations: Congress must repeal them before

November!!!

Otherwise it's a sovereignty power grab from the WHO:

The threat of the WHO sovereignty-grab by the IHR and International PLANdemc Treaty:

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/the-threat-of-the-international-plandemic

--------

2. We need an urgent law in Congress to stop CBDCs (Fed cashless digi-dollar). It's the backbone of

the future digi-tatorship:

The full PLAN exposed:

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/the-plan-revealed

--------

3. We need a law requiring every dollar to be backed by real assets: gold, flour, oil, soy, whatever you

can turn into an unforgeable warrant.

Masons forge billions of dollars: with that easy money they infiltrate and corrupt everything:

puppeticians, judges, DAs, election officers, security agencies, armed forces, police, etc.

The 2020 and 2022 rigged and stolen elections (it’s the machines!):

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/the-2020-american-coup

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/david-rockefeller-illuminati

J6: what THEY don't want YOU to know
Expand full comment
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Kurt Arner Writes Kurt’s Substack Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

“Don’t let them get away with it.”

Especially when they say, “It’s over, why are you harping on about it still?”

LIKE (18) REPLY (3) SHARE

San Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Like the way they “harped”... in actually ...they mandated, coerced, bullied, spit, trampled (Canadian

police with their horses), beat, assaulted, defiled all manner of self liberty if one did not bow to their

“gods” of the vile, dirty, deathvaxxx & clot shots.

And those of us who grew up during the Viet Nam War era with the forced draft - this forced

manipulation & fear propaganda took it to a whole new abominable level in a free society.
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Unapologetically Me Writes Just Another Canadian Dissident. Apr 12

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Australian, British and New Zealand police did the same to protesters.

"The Crown" and its "Colonies".
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Kathy M. Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Good words. Hope to see more like it.
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Kathleen Writes Kathleen Devanney's Newsletter Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Familiar with this. They can't face themselves. Or maybe, just not yet.
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Bridget Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Maybe Funeral Bulletins should say somewhere in small print, “Brought to you by Pfizer.”
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Prof. Fred Nazar Writes Scientific Progress Apr 12

The next PLANdemics are on the way. Wuhan lab still receiving dirty money from Fauci/Eco Health

Alliance for new gain of function... same as so many other labs in the world, especially in Kenya.

After suing with class actions, our 1st priority should be this: stop the automatic approval of the

modifications of the WHO International Health Regulations: Congress must repeal them before

November!!!

Otherwise it's a sovereignty power grab from the WHO:

The threat of the WHO sovereignty-grab by the IHR and International PLANdemc Treaty:

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/the-threat-of-the-international-plandemic

--------

2. We need an urgent law in Congress to stop CBDCs (Fed cashless digi-dollar). It's the backbone of

the future digi-tatorship:

The full PLAN exposed:

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/the-plan-revealed

--------

3. We need a law requiring every dollar to be backed by real assets: gold, flour, oil, soy, whatever you

can turn into an unforgeable warrant.

Masons forge billions of dollars: with that easy money they infiltrate and corrupt everything:

puppeticians, judges, DAs, election officers, security agencies, armed forces, police, etc.

The 2020 and 2022 rigged and stolen elections (it’s the machines!):

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/the-2020-american-coup

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/david-rockefeller-illuminati

J6: what THEY don't want YOU to know

The fake riot was mason-planned, incited and guided by FBI agents, who broke into the Capitol !!!

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/j6-what-you-need-to-know

Are we crazy to accept demo-crazy?

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/democracy-democrazy

----------

4. We need a mason law severely penalizing anybody in Government or running for government and

anybody in non-profits and listed corporations, for not disclosing membership to secret societies

that require obedience (even against the nation/patriotism).

It is then that people will open their eyes to the level of conspiracy in all powers of government and all

positions of power.

I've got 100 more ideas, but lets prioritize those 4, having in mind the full scenario:

The REAL COVID timeline:

It’s Bio-BOMB, like the vx, not what you were drilled

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/the-real-covid-timeline

Bio-BOMB, not “vaccine”, not “gene-therapy”

This 5th gen war, includes a war on semantics.

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/not-vaccine-not-gene-therapy-just

What do bioweapons have to do with the Department of Energy?

Anybody answering these questions PLEASE ? !!!

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/what-do-bioweapons-have-to-do-with

Amnesty or JUSTICE:

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/amnesty-or-justice

Green communism sucked 200 trillion from taxpayers:

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/best-scientific-sources-to-debunk

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/killing-me-softly-with-green-songs

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/carbon-reparations

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/climate-deaths

Open season for human culling:

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/electro-quakes

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/balloon-attack

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/satattack

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/toxic-spraying

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/water-poisoning-they-drink-perrier

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/the-myocarditis-mammoth-in-the-er

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/war-on-mothers-and-babies

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/adenovirus-covid-vaccines-caused

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/stealth-ultrasound-and-microwave
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Sue Apr 12

I'm with you on much of what you wrote, but there was no "lab leak" or "gain of function". That

narrative was just more deception for the masses.

The DOD, through DARPA, developed the bioweapons euphemistically called "vaccines".
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Bridget Apr 12

👆
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Laura Noncomplier Nov 29

Yes!
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San Apr 12

Thanks for all the references & links
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Laura Garcia Writes Laura’s Substack Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I should add that part of why I am doubtful about us having raised awareness enough to have a turning of

the tide....

A week ago I testified at a hearing in my home state on proposed legislation by minority lawmakers to

prohibit such “crimes” or injustices occurring again (I.e. bill to prohibit future mandates of EUA products,

no adding COVID shot to childhood schedule, no mandate at college level again in future, etc.).

The hearing lasted 12 hours with the majority (like 11 of the 12 hours) being testimony by average citizens

that paid the price for the COVID lies.

On the Committee (Education and Cultural Affairs) that was conducting the hearing, certain members still

wore cloth masks (which did not always fully hide their haughty and smug demeanor) and talked down to

members of the public posing legitimate questions.

In my state, the Dems have complete power and control over things and our governor is in bed with the

globalists.

I repeat....12 hours! Person after person....loss of job, kids denied schooling, harm from vaccines and big

pharma, etc.

As far as msm reporting the whole affair....crickets.

Even if there is an awakening that can skip the scales somewhat to our advantage....

The whole affair has been politicized (left vs right) in a way that gives them the exit ramp. Many who are

awakened do not understand it is the globalists not just the party you don’t align with that is wreaking

havoc.

Again, I have mo thoughts on how we guide our search for truth and honor forward....just want us all to be

aware of the pitfalls and to continue to be discerning, lest we leave room for history to repeat itself.
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Robert Curlin Writes Bemused in Hicksville Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Not knowing your state, I'm sure the hearing was like most others we've seen over the past 5 years

or so: the panelists already had their (collective) minds made up as to the outcome. They just had to

wait through 12 hours of testimony against it, to proceed with ignoring the witnesses' points.
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Laura Garcia Writes Laura’s Substack Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

EXACTLY! And on that score, I am not seeing in real life the supposed tide turning AT ALL. I am

seeing people wanting to move on, placating, ignoring, put out....ready to be done....but not

because they know it was wrong and a hellish ride for many, but because they can’t even be

bothered to understand anything other than their righteousness.

And you know what---they’ll do it all over again.
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Laura Garcia Writes Laura’s Substack Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Margaret....thank you for your profound poetry and the powerful voice it instills in each of us as we

continue to desperately get others to see. It helps us to stand our ground. Thank you....and much

gratitude. And Dr. Lawrie....no words, the comfort of her voice way in January 2022 when she spoke

through the screen at March Against Mandates in DC still resonates in my heart and soul...a gentle but

firm beacon of truth. And then there was her desperate attempt to convince Hill to do the right thing.

Unforgettable.

But as we reach our fever pitch....know that they have anticipated this, the possibility that among the

masses there will be truth seekers....dynamic, committed, compassionate individuals vested in truth and

righting wrongs.

I do think it is imperative for us to stop and consider if we were them (because much has been strategized

in boardrooms as ways to manage the masses, knowingly and unknowingly) what would the next play be

in terms of keeping their agenda on track?

I have my suspicions. But to know or sense these things....well, it comes from intuition and an awareness

of the battlefield that many do not possess (or not enough). And I fear it will leave us wanting and the

world still hurtling towards the future the globalists have planned.

While I would love to think we have turned the tide....even within the MFM you see the bits and pieces that

ail us and will ultimately fail humanity.
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ail us and will ultimately fail humanity.

What I mean is....the personalities, the influencers, the alternative “experts” (but insistence on being

experts just the same) who, themselves,cannot honestly look in the mirror and own their part.

They must if we are to effect any real sustainable change.

But I worry, I worry that what is coming--the next phase, has been scripted.

I keep hearing in my head...Klaus bragging about how they have even embedded within the MFM

individuals who will keep things on track. I also remember distinctly Malone referencing that remark and

his odd reaction to it as he said something to the effect...”what does he even mean by that.” It was one of

those moments that gave me pause, but in my eagerness to hope for humanity and that goodness would

prevail I filed it away.

Which brings me back to the point I am trying to make....

We are reaching a high water mark, a fever pitch....but what really determines the future of humanity is

who we entrust to lead us going forward for the “reckoning” if there is to be one.

As I’m sure you know, the reckoning is a huge endeavor....who and how it comes to pass....well, it matters.

We all need to understand that Klaus, Gates, the WEF ilk, the globalists have no doubt anticipated and

planned for the exit ramp(s) that

will keep their dark pathological predatory plan in tact.

We have only scratched the surface...

We must be alert and discerning....give no quarter. Too early to talk amnesty.

Like the 12 steps in AA....for real and enduring healing....for justice and a commitment to a better way or

future.....there must be a full accounting of harm done.

Caveat Emptor. Too early to celebrate our successes. Watch as TPTB soon mold matters to their liking and

employ the means to make certain “solutions” palatable for many we think have truly awakened.

In the end....it is the power that dictates. And they have the power, until we refuse to play by the rules that

their power foists on us. It has been years in the making....the tentacles choking us.

I don’t have the answers and do not want to be perceived as a nervous Nellie....but something does not

feel right in my gut.

PS Maybe Kirsch would erect a big banner outside the CDC/FDA with your poem? Or perhaps it is time for

some video screens in public places where Tess reads the poem repeatedly.

Would love a “War of the Worlds” moment if our tech savy crew could hack into the airwaves during

nightly news and have Tess deliver your divine words in her angelic voice to the masses. Wouldn’t that he

beautiful?

LIKE (11) REPLY (2) SHARE

Kathy M. Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I understand every word you write and respect the fact you did it in words that are "digestible." I feel

the weight of the crushing power and while I don't see the light at the end of the tunnel I believe it is

there "someday."

LIKE (8) REPLY SHARE

The Mans child Apr 12

Laura

Like your voice and passion and engagement and anger and pain. Can’t think of anything you’ve

written that doesn’t resonate with me.

God bless you.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Steve Martin Writes Count Chocula Apr 12 · edited Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Hi Margaret, long time no chat.

I am in Tucson for a week before heading back to Japan, sharing moral support for what remains of my

family as my mom and her partner quietly slip away due to neurological problems which have rapidly

accelerated over the last year or so — and may be correlated with their misplaced trust in media and the

medical system ... and why we need "play swings".

Posted to about 20 'private' F.B. groups. Just found out Zuckerberg's hired former CIA security

consultants have found a way to keep comments at a minimum by now classifying them as 'potential

spam' and allowing those who post those comments to see them greyed out and 'pending'. This too, is

not a mistake in his matrix.

Cheers from Tucson, and keep up the good fight.

steve 

🥰

LIKE (10) REPLY SHARE

Pete Wiggin Writes Wig Blog Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

We should all be “doubling down”...

LIKE (9) REPLY (3) SHARE

Kathy M. Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Yes. Get the intention and hold it there.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Pete Wiggin Writes Wig Blog Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I sent a letter to whoever Steve Kirsch asked, as a physician, to Adrian Gonzalez-Lopez, Editor of

BMC Infectious Diseases regarding the Skidmore paper retraction

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

San Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Pete - yes, we hold the best cards for the win!

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Ragna Raven Writes Alma’s Newsletter Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

It's a great poem. And I just LOVE it as well as Bob's PLAY SWING.

GRAND.

Alma

LIKE (9) REPLY SHARE

Kathleen Writes Kathleen Devanney's Newsletter Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you for the poem. For dialing up instead of following that (bad) advice. You are exactly right, there is

no time to play nice. Too much - everything - is at stake. You're a light.

🔥

LIKE (8) REPLY SHARE

William Jeffreys Writes A Step Back Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Margaret Anna Alice, you have once again knocked one out of the park. My girlfriend went for her annual

checkup yesterday and reported to me her doctor is still masked, still advocating for the "vaccine" (I use

the term loosely), and still pressured her in the strongest manner possible to take it. The medical

profession is not going to stop this genocide until they are forced to stop. They are aiding and abetting

criminality and are complicit. The nonsense and foolishness will continue until the evidence becomes so

overwhelming that we reach the point that everyone knows everyone knows. It would be fun to watch

them scrambling in their efforts to claim they were the victims and not the perpetrators. We'll see.

LIKE (8) REPLY SHARE

David Linthorne Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

"Instead, I dialed it up. WAY UP"

Love it.

May even get my wife to put that on a t-shirt for me.

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

MyCovidBubble Writes MyCovidBubble’s Newsletter Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

"A while back, I was cautioned by someone I respect to “dial it back” and avoid using terms like “crimes

against humanity.”

Instead, I dialed it up. WAY UP."

THIS IS THE WAY.

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

Sassy Goatherd Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

You wrote, "Instead, I dialed it up. WAY UP." Thank you! Yes, this is the way. The only way. While we still

have a voice. ❤

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Marc Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Great post - saved for reference and posterity. Off to check out the merch to hopefully prompt questions

from folk - dread to see shipping costs to UK though! Keep up the great work, Margaret Anna Alice 

🙏

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Visceral Adventure Writes Visceral Adventure Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Holy wow, Margaret! This absolute tidal wave is so well deserved. I just spent the morning looking up

some of the renditions and art and links and tweets and T-shirts (!) your poem has inspired and I’m sitting

amidst so much awe-inspiring meaningful creative expression. I am also grateful I got to be a fly on the

wall through your creative process with Mark and Tess. This. This is exactly how we get to extend the

window and bring on change. Congrats, my dear!

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

wendy perzow Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

MAA keeping us on our toes,

Lest we forget

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Charlotte Ruse Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Mistakes were not made but many crimes against humanity were committed by the usual gangsters in the

pharmaceutical industry and the DOD, who were cheered on by their comrades in the state-run

mainstream media and so-called Independent platforms. The crimes committed are not unlike the

atrocities committed by the arms industry and a host of predator profiteers who surround that enterprise.

In fact, the following is excerpt is a description by Seymour Hersh about how sadistic ghouls profit from

death and destruction:

"One estimate by analysts from the Central Intelligence Agency put the embezzled funds at $400 million

last year, at least; another expert compared the level of corruption in Kiev as approaching that of the

Afghan war, “although there will be no professional audit reports emerging from the Ukraine....”

“Zelensky’s been buying discount diesel from the Russians,” one knowledgeable American intelligence

official told me. “And who’s paying for the gas and oil?"

Hersch's article also cites a meeting between Zelensky and CIA director William Burns which sounds

more like a "mobster gathering" where crime bosses are hassling over plunder.

Sad to say, there's little difference between the medical industrial complex and the MIC as

pharmaceuticals are an ancillary profitable operation for them and that's whether they're "legal" drugs, or

the ones that are "not" state sanctioned.

These mobsters would like the public to think that what appears as mistakes are because they're

bumbling fools, but in actuality they're plotting depraved voracious pyschos who'd sell their mother down

the river for another dime.
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Patti Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Are they collapsing? Doesn’t feel like it to me yet. Tired of waiting but will never give up. If we don’t

demand accountability it will happen again!!

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

(Comrade) Inugo Writes The New Normal Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

They WEAPONIZED our society against us. They MURDERED my family and friends. They STOLE every

dollar you and your ancestors built up together.

THIS IS WAR. But your memes are cute.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Bart Writes Bart’s Substack Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

“The heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately sick; who can understand it?”

Jeremiah 17:9.

Thank you for this Margaret. The stark and successive lines are a powerful drumbeat for the march to

justice and truth.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Prof. Fred Nazar Writes Scientific Progress Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Call things by their name: a conspiracy to maim.

We need to sue through class actions!

Our 1st priority should be this: stop the automatic approval of the modifications of the WHO International

Health Regulations: Congress must repeal them before November!!!

Otherwise it's a sovereignty power grab from the WHO:

The threat of the WHO sovereignty-grab by the IHR and International PLANdemc Treaty:

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/the-threat-of-the-international-plandemic

--------

2. We need an urgent law in Congress to stop CBDCs (Fed cashless digi-dollar). It's the backbone of the

future digi-tatorship:

The full PLAN exposed:

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/the-plan-revealed

--------

3. We need a law requiring every dollar to be backed by real assets: gold, flour, oil, soy, whatever you can

turn into an unforgeable warrant.

Masons forge billions of dollars: with that easy money they infiltrate and corrupt everything: puppeticians,

judges, DAs, election officers, security agencies, armed forces, police, etc.

The 2020 and 2022 rigged and stolen elections (it’s the machines!):

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/the-2020-american-coup

https://scientificprogress.substack.com/p/david-rockefeller-illuminatiExpand full comment

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Laura Garcia Writes Laura’s Substack Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I appreciate your thoughts....but look at your list.

Class action lawsuits? Where are the courts that will deliver us from the lies? How can they help

when they already, for the most part, failed that litmus test during the pandemic. Their complicity

then will keep most of not all from rectifying the wrongs now. As a lawyer, I would love to think the

justice system will deliver is.

But seriously, I stopped practicing because....well, I knew I would have to sell my soul to be

considered “successful”. And that says alot when the US is considered to have one of the most

potent and fair justice systems.

Did the Courts help the Truckers in Canada? Did the courts help yet healthcare workers forced to

take the jab? Did the courts do their job as our soldiers were innoculated against their will?

You know how your neighbor wants to forget that they once said you should be treated as a prisoner

of war because you did not get the shot---but now wants to say bygones?!?! Well, same will apply in

the courts. Just look at how the legal system (with a straight face

🙄

) defended the federal FDA/CDC

regarding their propaganda around Ivermectin in the Texas lawsuit by doctors fired because they

wanted to use Ivermectin. The court left the FDA off the hook by saying the FDA does not have the

authority and the docs need to sue the hospital. Of course, I expect the hospital management will get

a pass...how were they to know ---they relied on the federal authorities, even if the feds lacked final

say.

Trust me....the courts will be in their own version over cover their ass!
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forceOfHabit Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Love the "play swing"!

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Larry Shook Writes Larry’s Newsletter Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

So brilliant. A fearless paean of hope in the abyss of space. David shunning the king's armor for the

deadliest weapon: Truth. A spear of hope. Scalpel shard of light. A roar of faith in a time of paralyzing

terror. A defibrillating NO! to the serpent's hypnotic hiss. Rebel shout at the open doors of death camp-

bound boxcars. Refusal to follow the wrong god home. No matter what.

A Ritual to Read to Each Other

By William E. Stafford

If you don't know the kind of person I am

and I don't know the kind of person you are

a pattern that others made may prevail in the world

and following the wrong god home we may miss our star.

For there is many a small betrayal in the mind,

a shrug that lets the fragile sequence break

sending with shouts the horrible errors of childhood

storming out to play through the broken dike.

And as elephants parade holding each elephant's tail,

but if one wanders the circus won't find the park,

I call it cruel and maybe the root of all cruelty

to know what occurs but not recognize the fact.

And so I appeal to a voice, to something shadowy,

a remote important region in all who talk:Expand full comment
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Steve Close Writes Steve’s Newsletter Apr 15 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Perused, got the picture, spot on brilliant. However, I don't see anyone being held accountable for “crimes

against humanity”, however justified that is. Glenn Greenwald https://youtu.be/ZSkfMHFD4cI posted a

video which included a reference to Norman Finkelstein who complained he couldn’t reach Medicare by

telephone. Ever the skeptic, I called Medicare and got someone to answer within the estimated 7-minute

wait. During the wait a pleasant-sounding CG male voice reminded me to get all my COVID vaccinations,

boosters and an annual flu shot. I imagine most people eligible for Medicare will heed that advice.

No one in power is backing down.

Few under their control are reforming.

Today, April 12, is my 80th Birthday and I no longer have the time, energy, or patience to dwell on these

matters, or to produce literary or visual masterpieces, but I do have a theory, the crude outline of which is

this:

https://www.visualcapitalist.com/the-worlds-population-2020-by-age/

It all boils down to demographics.

33% of the world is (are) under 20 years of age. Most are fresh out of government school, ready to obey,

ill-informed and ill-equipped to be self-sufficient or capable of critical thinking.

If schools really taught critical thinking, critical thinkers would get the hell out of there. They would ask

why they were being separated from their parents, friends, and voluntary activities. They would wonder

why adults they didn’t know were now telling them what to do. They would wonder why they were being

segregated from children other than their own age. They would wonder why they were forced to sit in a

classroom to listen to things that often didn’t interest them at all. They would look out the window (if there

was one) and wish they could go outside and play in the fresh air. They would ask why they were being

regimented to obey bells, pledge allegiance, study and take exams for subjects chosen for them, rather

than what was of interest to them.Expand full comment
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Margaret Anna Alice Apr 15 Author

Thank you for your incisive observations, Steve, and happy belated birthday! You’ve certainly done

your share trying to awaken people and deserve a respite, although I know you will continue to resist

tyranny in whatever ways you are inspired to do so.

Stellar Mencken quote—I may borrow that for a future article.
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Stevie Boy Writes Stevie’s Substack Apr 13 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I very much appreciated listening to the poem, it sums up my own long held beliefs about the

manufactured Covid crisis, it may or may not wake the world but stands a good chance of reaching those

that are just half awake which is how it starts.
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dontGiveUp Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Local Resistance.org provides a safe, anonymous search tool to connect neighbours and initiate Local

Resistance. By linking locally we can find strength and support... we can communicate, coordinate,

educate and resist. Here we provide a searchable database to easily locate neighbours in your own city or

town who share your concerns and who are willing to stand together and press for truth locally. To protect

your safety and privacy you are not required to provide your real name to the database. If you are

comfortable doing so later with the people you connect with that is your choice. Your level of involvement

is totally up to you. You can talk privately here using our anonymous email system until you are

comfortable with meeting in person, then you can work with others to establish working groups, organize

events... anything is possible. No one will know your real name or see your e-mail address unless you give

it to them. Your privacy is absolute.

LocalResistance.org is just a search tool, not a community group. User interests and beliefs don’t have to

align with those of any other organization. There is no administrative hierarchy to restrain or approve you.

Users form their own local groups independently based upon their shared concerns. LocalResistance.org

exists solely to co-ordinate communications and establish partnerships… it has no other agenda of its

own. We need a worldwide network of independent local resistance cells, too numerous to eliminate,

autonomous and locally controlled, acting continuously to expose and expel all of the corrupt politicians,

bureaucrats and corporations who would deny our personal freedom, sovereignty and natural rights.
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hoppah Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Holy crikeys, what an encyclopedic post. How in the heck do you gather and organize such an array of

data? This'd take me years.

IMHO, it's already way too late - as the few who are speaking up start pounding podiums, the Left is

churning out the next generation of un-educated, superstitious drones. It took them nearly 90 years to

craft their indoctrination machine and at this point they have it all sewed up, top to bottom.

Soon all you'll hear from them are dismissive retorts like the one they have settled on for the massive

election fraud in 2020: "Move on. This is old news. Nobody cares. You can't re-litigate the past." There is

no one in power with the interest in seeing justice done. In fact, most of the folks in power are specifically

opposed. The executive is openly being admonished by elected Congresspeople to ignore legal decisions

which go against the narrative, as it prosecutes its political opponents wherever it finds them. They're just

inches from mass murder. We are way beyond the point of no return.

But thank you for all this anyway. It will provide a beacon for the dark days to come.
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MisterY Writes Metamystical Musings Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Wonderful, Margaret Ann Alice! You're doing much more than shattering the Overton window. We're

traversing to a new timeline. My wife is working on a translation to Ukrainian, since it's not on your list yet.
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Margaret Anna Alice Apr 12 Author

Thank you so much, MisterY, and I am thrilled to hear your wife is translating it into Ukrainian! I’ve

added it to the list to avoid duplication.

Please thank your wife for me, and I look forward to seeing her translation! Just reply to any of my

newsletters to email it.
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MisterY Writes Metamystical Musings Apr 14 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

It has been our honor to support your great works, Margaret Anna Alice. We made a video of

your poem with Ukrainian subtitles and uploaded it to Rumble.

https://rumble.com/v2i6fzq-151466102.html

We will try uploading to Bitchute, Odyssey and YouTube and put the links here later.

We intend to do the same for Russian, and maybe some other languages too.
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Margaret Anna Alice Apr 14 Author

Oh my goodness, you guys are amazing! Thank you so much!! I’ve posted the updated

translation as well as your Rumble video here:

• https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/i/113394806/ukrainian

• https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/i/113394806/ukrainian-subtitles
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MisterY Writes Metamystical Musings Apr 15 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

You are MOST welcome, Margaret Anna Alice! Here is a link to a Rumble video with

Russian subtitles. We used the translation on your translation page, with a few

improvements.

https://rumble.com/v2icsdy-151762102.html
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Margaret Anna Alice Apr 15 Author

Goodness, you guys are fast—thank you both so much! I’ve added this to the

Translations page:

• https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/i/113394806/russian-subtitles
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MisterY Writes Metamystical Musings Apr 15

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Once the subs have been synchronized with Dr. Tess' voice, it's much

quicker to make additional videos. (And this is an easy subtitling project to
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quicker to make additional videos. (And this is an easy subtitling project to

begin with because it is very easy to synchronize even a foreign language to

your poem, since it consists of short, distinct and well-articulated

sentences, and the entire narration is less than four minutes.) We will make

a video for Spanish when the translation is ready, since that should have

huge reach. (Although we've both been studying Spanish for a year, we're

not yet skilled enough to translate your poem.) And we can take requests

for other languages.

I have to say, after listening to your poem many times already, it is brilliantly

constructed. And the choice of Dr. Tess to voice it was equally brilliant.
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Margaret Anna Alice Apr 16 Author

Did you see my email to you about the possibility of your wife

translating the WCH Better Way Charter into Ukrainian? They would be

incredibly grateful to both of you if you would be willing to assist.
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MisterY Writes Metamystical Musings Apr 16

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Sorry, I missed it. I don't normally use Protonmail for

correspondence and I didn't know to scroll down on my

smartphone. Thanks for the reminder. I just sent an email to WCH

(with a copy to you). We'll work on this today. Glad to help out.
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Margaret Anna Alice Apr 16 Author

Fantastico, thank you!
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Margaret Anna Alice Apr 16 · edited Apr 16 Author

You and your wife continue to amaze me. I’m delighted to hear you are

open to producing additional subtitled versions and that it is relatively

easy to do so.

My friend and collaborator Fernando Andacht

(https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/a-new-journal-of-the-

plague-year) has graciously agreed to translate my poem into Spanish,

so I will let you know once that’s available.

Thank you for your moving words about the poem. I could not have

hoped for a more perfect reader than Tess. That said, I believe the

other readers I have lined up will be equally phenomenal in their own

right, so I’m very excited to see those come to fruition.
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Roman S Shapoval Writes The Power Couple by Roman Shapo… Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Great idea on combining a video and a narrator for this wonderful work of poetry. Thank you.
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Yowza Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Well done.
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Turfseer Writes Turfseer’s Newsletter Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

A relevant song.

MY APOLOGY. A self-styled “parenting expert” makes a plea for “Pandemic Amnesty.” Listen to Turfseer’s

latest hit song. https://turfseer.substack.com/p/my-aplogyq
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Meredith Miller Writes Inner Integration Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

You are dialing it UP, beast mode! Love it :)
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Monika Ullmann Writes ThisDay&Age Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

When Tucker Carlson reads the poem, then we'll win...or at least unleash a storm from which even

MSNBC and the rest of them can't hide...
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Zen Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Deep gratitude to Margaret Anna Allice for her ability to communicate the knife edge of truth. In 2021 I

wrote a long poem, It's Time to Get Used to Dying, as I was emotionally grappling with what was

happening and heading our way. If you haven't yet explored the powerful tool of poetry for yourself, grab a

notebook and a pen and scribble away. There needn't be any rules. It's for you. The process of writing that

poem when I did gave me a way to process the unprocessable; it was an essential way for me to pick

myself up off the floor and move forward with strength into the new reality we faced. Thank you, MAA, for

writing and then giving your poem to the world. We are in great need of the truth and, as you are

demonstrating, poetry may be one of the best modes to transport this truth to the world.
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Jennifer Beebe Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Wow Margaret Anna Alice this stack was amazing and so brilliantly demonstrates the challenges, the

winners and the losers! So grateful to be on TEAM GOD and TEAM SCIENCE! Grateful as well for truth

tellers and seekers like you and Tess!!! God bless you! 

🙌🙌🙌
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BlackThunder Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I have been sharing your amazing work since I happened upon it over a year ago. The walls are finally

crumbling, as you note, and the evil is in plain sight. There will be no justice, however, as long as the

prosecutors, judges, and juries, who are the also the perpetrators of these crimes against humanity, are

permitted to sentence themselves. They won't.
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Geoff Wexler Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Poetry is of the L○rd and you are a true psalmist. Read proverbs ch 10-12 to know the ending will be

epically great. Psalm 55 does a goød job fortelling their fate. As far as other pieces, Deuteronomy ch 28

(blessings + real plagues) and Jeremiah 11:11 will prove accurate, unless Ezekiel ch 37 resurrects all dry

bones

~Watchman Wexler {Ezekiel 33:16-22}
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Sinatana Writes Sinatana’s Substack Jun 21 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I love your presentations on double speak! And we’re definitely on the same wavelength here…pretty

much all my essays. Here’s a perfect example of an elaborate trap that was set and a guy who ran around

selling it right before, well, right before 2019…Imagine that. Just like the saturation of pedantic pseudo

intellectual propaganda that Evil Noah H got aboutthe same time and continues…

https://open.substack.com/pub/sinatana/p/tom-nichols?

r=zickz&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web

Enjoy! If you can stand it_much love

S
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John Botica Writes Shouting in space Jun 17 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Hi Margaret, I’m sure you’ll be pleased to know… (unless you already do of course) that Neil Oliver used

your term “philanthropath” in his latest GB news spiel.

https://fb.watch/lenwPk3xqG/?mibextid=v7YzmG
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Margaret Anna Alice Jun 17 Author

How thrilling to hear that—thank you so much for alerting me, John!
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Kallol Mazumdar Writes Kallol Poetry May 17 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I too have a piece that I am sharing, do have a look.. in your spare time.

Something different, something magical, something that expresses visually and caligraphically.

https://kallolpoetry.substack.com/p/rootless-existence-a-dissection-through
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Kallol Mazumdar Writes Kallol Poetry May 17 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

If Hitler knew that all it takes is a crappy virus to end some folks, he wouldn't have gone to war with the

world and killed millions of his and other armed men.
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American Dissident May 6 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

There were MANY things they are trying to get away with.. and they might, but not as long as we know

and demand that the evil perpetrated must be rectified, and I hear the weather in Nuremberg is very nice

now.
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PROTECT & SURVIVE Writes Austrian’s Newsletter Apr 19 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Phew - a wonderful compendium of truth Margaret - thank you so much for all your hard work and I will

file so to link in one of my Letters on the subject as the pleas for forgiveness reach a screaming crescendo

when the predators know we are coming for them. They think they are fireproof at present.

The ancient wisdom never fails: "The fable: The tale concerns a shepherd boy who repeatedly fools

villagers into thinking a wolf is attacking his town's flock. When an actual wolf appears and the boy calls

for help, the villagers believe that it is another false alarm, and the sheep are eaten by the wolf."

Sasha posted some fun recently: https://sashalatypova.substack.com/p/breaking-candid-camera-

recording I do believe that satire is the ultimate weapon and I love your Clarke & Dawe - here's some more

fun: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M_3T-Af57Pg

Have a great day,

AP
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Athina Kaviris Apr 18 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

What happened on Twitter? Did you delete your profile? I notice someone linked to your poem and it was

censored.
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Margaret Anna Alice Apr 18 Author

I’m still on Twitter although using it far less after Elon’s stunt and now that Substack Notes is out. You

can find me here:

• https://twitter.com/MargaretAnnaAl1

Thank you for the heads-up about the censoring! It has been shared by countless others without

issues as far as I know, so perhaps that person was targeted for additional reasons?

I actually expected this to get more censored than it has (can’t believe it’s still up on YouTube:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ueUXNL-A3Zg), but I think the poetic format helps disguise it

(knock wood).
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Sinatana Writes Sinatana’s Substack Apr 17 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Another reason mistakes were not made: https://open.substack.com/pub/sinatana/p/breaking-bad?

utm_source=direct&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web

The whole prophecy was propositioned to us between 2008 and 2013...check it out 

💙
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Bianca Kennedy Writes Out of the Ordinary World Apr 17 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I am so moved by the enormous positive reaction your priceless and poignant writing has elicited. I've

been a subscriber for a while now, and it is a beautiful thing to see you launching your content to the next

level. Thank you for all you do!

p.s. My favorite in the "Letter" series is the one that's to an "Agree to Disagree Relative"!
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Margaret Anna Alice Apr 17 Author

Aww, thank you so much for your inspiring words and faithful support, Bianca! 

🙏
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Rob D Writes The Rumble Strip Apr 16 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

"I was cautioned by someone I respect to “dial it back”..."

Unfortunately, so many substackers have begun to do just that. Researchers who have been relentless in

their pursuit of the truth over the last 3 years are now saying, "there's nothing more to see here, the

evidence is already presented, it's time to move on." NO NO NO NO. Imagine if we hadn't moved on from

the truth of 9/11, the Underwear Bomber, the Shoe Bomber. Imagine if we hadn't moved on from all of the

other numerous acts of war that has been waged against us for decades now?

I for one will *not* be moving on until I see some of the monsters being brought to justice. I am *not*

forgetting what has happened. We can *not* afford to let this go. The conversation about what has been

done over the last 3 years cannot stop until the spiders have been smoked out of their holes and the

roaches have the lights turned on them to expose them for what they are.

One of the worst bits of advice I received as a young 20 something was, "dial it back Rob, you are too

fanatical." I will *never* follow that advice again until my dying breath.

Mistakes were NOT made and I would wager that most of the madness we have seen in our lifetimes has

*not* been by mistake and we are living the results of our inability to keep pushing and instead, "let it go"

and just went back to "going along to get along." NO NO NO.

Thank you MAA for continuing to fight. And look... you have more and more subscribers than ever. People

*don't* want to let this go, and for you substackers that are letting it go... shame on you.
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Steve Close Writes Steve’s Newsletter Apr 15 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you, Margaret Anna Alice. You're doing the heavy lifting; I add two cents here and there. I don't like

being so cynical, but that's how I see it. Doesn't mean I don't enjoy life immensely. I consider current state

of affairs somewhat of a final clown show prior to my departure. Just posted these clips on Rumble. Pretty

sure I'd get a strike on YouTube, even though they are on YouTube.

https://rumble.com/v2ihcyo-rfk-jr.-vaccines.html

https://rumble.com/v2ihap0-judith-mikovits-vaccines.html
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Cynthia Writes Cynthia’s Substack Apr 13 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Please repost your Poem in writing again.
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Margaret Anna Alice Apr 13 Author

Good idea and done :-) You'll find it under "The Poem."
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Cynthia Writes Cynthia’s Substack Apr 13 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thanks , I am hearing music to go with your lyrics…..hope that’s ok?
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Margaret Anna Alice Apr 13 Author

Of course, inspiration is always welcome!
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Sean Arthur Joyce Writes Sean’s Newsletter Apr 13 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

From one poet to another, thank you for being among the very, very few in our profession who got it, and

for having the courage to write and speak out. In Canada, the response to the abuses of power under

Covid among our writers was non-existent. As a member of the Writers' Union of Canada, I tried to get a

motion read at the 2021 AGM calling for unqualified support of freedom of expression—as supported by

our Charter of Rights and Freedoms—AND a condemnation of the censorship of writers. They refused to

put the motion before the membership. So much for writers as advocates of freedom!

Although I already had many books published, I had to self-publish my 2021 collection of poetry, Diary of

a Pandemic Year. I just knew it would be pointless to submit these poems to an editor during a lockdown

year. That includes a video poem I created called "The Day After Covid," which you can view at my author

website (scroll down the homepage, the video is embedded): https://www.seanarthurjoyce.ca

Thank you again for "Mistakes Were Not Made." No amnesty. Accountability or nothing.
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Margaret Anna Alice Apr 13 Author

Thank you for your meaningful words, Sean, and I agree the response of

writers/intellectuals/academics/creatives to tyranny has been shameful. These are the people who

pride themselves in thinking they would have railed against Nazi Germany and yet were the first to

fall in line as Good Germans (https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/are-you-a-good-german-

or-a-badass).

As a Canadian, you may appreciate these pieces:

• “Letter to Justin Trudeau” (https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/letter-to-justin-trudeau)

• “Profiles in Courage: The Canadian Truckers” (https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/profiles-

in-courage-the-canadian)

Keep on truckin’ :-)
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Sean Arthur Joyce Writes Sean’s Newsletter Apr 13 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Actually I have a tribute poem to the Trucker's Convoy in my new book of poems, Blue

Communion. Titled "The Seven Trumpets," it uses the Book of Revelation for source imagery. I

was fortunate enough to finally find a courageous Canadian publisher and am touring the book

during Poetry Month.

The Seven Trumpets

—for the truckers and their families

“Then I looked, and the seven angels that stand in the presence of God were given seven

trumpets.” —Revelation 8:2, New Testament

The capital reverberates with air horns—

the trumpets of New Jerusalem rolling

into town on sixteen-wheeled chariots.

The Carnival of the Free has come

with ball hockey and bouncy castles

to shake loose the gnawing frost

paralyzing a nation’s soul.

Reapers of truth draped in flags,

doing the one-foot, two-foot dance

of minus-22. "And they will separate

the wicked from the good by their song."

What demons could hear the hornsExpand full comment
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Margaret Anna Alice Apr 13 Author

This is fabulous, Sean! I especially love these lines:

The Carnival of the Free has come

with ball hockey and bouncy castles

to shake loose the gnawing frost

paralyzing a nation’s soul.

You might appreciate this CJ Hopkins post if you haven’t yet seen it:

• https://cjhopkins.substack.com/p/attack-of-the-transphobic-putin-nazi
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Sean Arthur Joyce Writes Sean’s Newsletter Apr 13 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

So great that poems are being published about the Covid era. Often it's poetry, not

the overfull rivers of prose, that last into the future. Thanks for the links! I like some of

Hopkins work although I don't agree with his characterization of Putin as a "Nazi." I

think he's swallowed the psy-op on Ukraine there.
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Margaret Anna Alice Apr 13 Author

Agreed re: poetry lasting and having a deeper impact.

Regarding Hopkins’s views of Putin, that title is thoroughly satirical, and you will

find he absolutely sees through the propaganda on Ukraine/Putin/Russia if you

read any of his writings on those subjects.
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Sean Arthur Joyce Writes Sean’s Newsletter Apr 13

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Great to know. If you have a link to one of his article on Ukraine I'd be

interested in reading it. Thank you again for keeping the poetic conversation

going.
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Margaret Anna Alice Apr 13 Author

Enjoy!

• https://cjhopkins.substack.com/p/revenge-of-the-putin-nazis

• https://cjhopkins.substack.com/p/springtime-for-globocap

• https://cjhopkins.substack.com/p/swimming-with-sharks (brief

references to the official Ukraine narrative)
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Brandon is not your bro Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

MAA , there were no mistakes . The comments are great as well. Thank you always for your writings. You

are ahead of the pack.
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The Mans child Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Margaret - your poem is needed and will be helpful to many of us.

Tess’s reading puts it over the top.
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Lynley Hocking Writes Lynley’s Substack Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

🙏🙏❤❤💫💫👏👏👍❤😎😎💜💜
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Lawrence Butts Writes Lawrence’s Newsletter Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Here is a poem (from a book of poems I published a couple years ago) called "To Defeat the Beast". It is in

a post on my Substack called "The Tick Tick Tick of the Vaccine Bomb"

https://open.substack.com/pub/lawrencebutts/p/the-tick-tick-tick-of-the-vaccine?

r=gjogf&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web
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Dr. K Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

MAA, Since I know you are one of the few "popular" authors that actually read these comments, know that

many of us are not on Twatter and will never be. So as you start to peel stuff away from Substack, to

Twatter, we will all lose. May not matter to you in the bigger picture, but thought you should know. Still love

you, though.
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Margaret Anna Alice Apr 13 Author

Not to worry, Dr. K! Substack is absolutely my home, and I have generally only ever used Twitter and

other platforms to share my articles. I made an exception and spent a bit more time on Twitter while

“Mistakes Were NOT Made” was trending as it gave me an opportunity to connect with many fellow

freedom fighters who aren’t necessarily on Substack, but I am back to spending minimal time on

Twitter—especially after the war Twitter/Elon declared on Substack last week.

Now that Substack Notes is live, it will be my primary social media platform, and I have been sharing

communiqués of interest there.
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Bart Writes Bart’s Substack Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I would proudly were a “Mistakes were not Made” shirt. Plans to make any? Just a thought.
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Bart Writes Bart’s Substack Apr 13 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Sorry, didn’t see it. Just ordered one. Thanks.
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Margaret Anna Alice Apr 13 Author

🙏👊
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Margaret Anna Alice Apr 13 Author

Thank you for asking, Bart! I realized this is a loonnnnggg post, so I’m not surprised you missed this,

but I actually have already created shirts and shared them in this section:

• https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/i/113803074/merch
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OldSysEng Writes OldSysEng’s Substack Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

So who is the "cooler"? I have my suspicions. But there could be more than one.
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Navyo Ericsen Writes Fear or Love Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you, Margaret, for not 'dialing it back' and being polite. Not that you would be, as a warrior in our

tribe. Keep dialing it way up!! As you say, this is our moment. Love and blessings.
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Beau Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Brilliant!- comprehensive- thanks for posting!!
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Amy Harlib Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Supporting this excellent post with a statement and some useful links:

We the People are facing HORRIFYING TECHNOCRATIC PSYCHOPATHY TO DESTROY HUMANITY AND

ALL NATURAL LIFE!

It was NEVER about health! The Powers That Should Not Be were ALWAYS about they want you DEAD or

a SLAVE! This is a painful truth to accept but we the people must wake up and fight back!

We must never lose sight of the larger picture of the vile malignance we are fighting against.

There is an insidious global ruling class plot to enslave all life on earth behind all the madness and

suffering inflicted on We the People.

How to fight back against this TOTAL SLAVERY!

RESIST! DO NOT COMPLY! DITCH THE DAMNED 'SMART' PHONES AND THE DAMNED QR CODES

AND GO BACK TO LANDLINES OR FLIP PHONES AND USE CASH AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE! INSIST ON

CASH! CBDC IS TOTAL SLAVERY!

Other than getting rid of nuclear weapons which I support 100% the rest of the anti-nuclear peace

movement and CLIMATE CRISIS propaganda is parroting UN utter GARBAGE, a complete surrender to the

ENSLAVEMENT AGENDA by the diabolical despots of Davos - ruling class criminals who lust for total

power and control and all of whom should be tried and jailed for life and their malign organizations

dismantled: the UN, the WEF, the IMF, the WHO, the BIS, NATO, Blackrock, Vanguard, The Rockefellers,

the Rothschilds, The Bilderbergers, the CFR et al.

There is an evil predator globalist technocratic elite agenda of eugenics/depopulation/genocide using

bioweapon poison jabs, war, geoengineering, EMF radiation, starvation and economic collapse - THE

GREAT RESET/AGENDA 2030/4TH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION to get rid of billions of 'useless eaters'

and to use nano tech to turn the survivors into ROBOTIZED COMPLIANT SLAVES! WAKE UP AND

RESIST! DO NOT COMPLY! These are psychopath megalomaniacs who want to play god by turning all life

into digitized metaverse mechanistic synthetic biology to be manipulated by their AI algorithms. A more

demonic sickening idea is nearly impossible to imagine!

APPALLED AND HORRIFIED AT INSANE TYRANNICAL PROTOCOLS THAT HAVE NOTHING TO DO WITH

HEALTH AND EVERYTHING TO DO WITH TOTALITARIAN CONTROL! REVERSE THIS NOW!

MAKE THE WORLD AND AMERICA 2019 (comparatively speaking), AND FREE AGAIN!

NO, I AM NOT AFRAID OF THE MORONIC SCARIANT SHMARIANT MONKEYSHINES! WAKE UP

ALREADY!

TOTALLY CONDEMN BIDEN AND ALL OTHER POLS WHO HAVE NO POWER TO LAWLESSLY ACT LIKE

AN EMPEROR OR DICTATOR AND DECREE JAB CROW 'SHOW ME YOUR PAPERS' FASCIST

SEGREGATION/DISCRIMINATION/APARTHEID VIOLATIONS OF THE CONSTITUTION, THE NUREMBERG

CODES AND EVERY CIVIL RIGHT IMAGINABLE.

NO GREEN NEW DEALS OR BUILD BACK BETTER FROM THE CRIMINAL TECHNOCRAT TYRANTS

KLAUS SCHWAB AND HIS CRONIES FROM THE WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM.

STOP THE TERRIBLE TYRANNY OF THE TECHNOCRATS GLOBAL AGENDA OF TOTAL SURVEILLANCE

AND CONTROL USING THE VIRUS AS EXCUSE AND PROPAGANDA TOOL!

NO MUZZLING STIFLING MASK MANDATES! NO FORCED VACCINES! END TORTUROUS

DEVASTATING LOCK DOWNS NOW! I WANT MY LIFE BACK.

https://wrenchinthegears.com

https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/

https://www.thelastamericanvagabond.com

https://pandemicfacts.info

https://wearehumanwearefree.org/7-days-campaign/

https://sonsoflibertymedia.com/covid-19-roadmap-12-step-plan-to-create-a-totalitarian-new-world-

order-were-on-number-8-headed-towards-number-9/

https://questioningcovid.com

https://www.corbettreport.com/interview-1581-james-corbett-breaks-down-the-great-reset/

http://www.stopcp.com/GlobalResetPSYOP/GlobalResetPSYOPMindMap.html

https://everydayconcerned.net/2020/09/04/breaking-major-investigative-report-by-association-of-

french-reserve-army-officers-finds-covid-19-pandemic-to-have-a-hidden-agenda-for-global-

totalitarianism-nanotech-chipping-of-all-5g-irradia/

Pam Popper: https://makeamericansfreeagain.com

Del Bigtree: https://www.brighteon.com/channels/highwire

https://www.technocracy.news

Naomi Wolf: https://dailyclout.io

www.nojabforme.info

https://www.globalresearch.ca/we-must-awaken-from-corona-coma-reject-great-reset-robotic-

technocracy-assert-common-humanity/5745213
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Ray Horvath, "The Source" :) Writes Ray’s Newsletter Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Nice objectives, but certain considerations remain on the table.

Who is "we" and what can this "we" achieve?

Hope alone is cheap, so it sells...

A political system can be changed from the inside only by those in power:

https://rayhorvaththesource.substack.com/p/changing-the-system-from-the-inside

Other than that, the real threat must be faced, and the possibilities evaluated:

https://rayhorvaththesource.substack.com/p/do-not-comply-no-kidding

Currently, toxic fires have been everywhere, poisoning the air, the soil, and the water, effectively affecting

people, too.

"Vaccination" through the food supply (most of which is under globalist control) is about to be introduced;

not that the general poisoning was not working,

https://rayhorvaththesource.substack.com/p/bioweapons

but this will speed up progress on the path to Agenda 2030:

https://rayhorvaththesource.substack.com/p/save-the-animals
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Duly Noted Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Congratulations on the global outpouring to your poem!
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Terry Wears Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Bravo!
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Nathan Lee Miller Foster Writes Nathan Lee’s A Garden Party Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Excellent, excellent work! Thank you, MAA.

Nuremburg 2.0 is on the horizon.

I made this song, I feel you and your readers who care for this article will want to listen!

https://nathanleeandhisdeepstate.bandcamp.com/track/fauci-is-on-fire
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San Apr 12 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

♥💔❤🩹👏
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Peter Dec 2 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

"Mistakes Were Made" Honorable mention by George Carlin. Carlin Addresses double-speak and dubious

politicians in DC. may of 99.

start @ 17:33

https://www.bitchute.com/video/yUMQieEIpa2I/
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37 Apr 12

"We are at a pivotal tipping point in history, and we’ve not a microsecond to waste.

No time to mince words. No time to be polite. No time to coddle the Covidians."

Well, as has been said, it's taken over 20 years for people to START figuring out 9-11, we don't have 20

years. Keep in mind that most, including "the awake," still actually believe the official bullshit.

Additionally, you say "we must name names," but I don't see A SINGLE ONE of the following names of the

owners of the Central Banks in your names list:

Rotschild, Lazard, Oppenheimer, Warburg, etc. on your list. Why not? THOSE are the CORE names behind

it ALL!!! They're the ones that by religious/ideological disposition hate every ounce of the goodness of

God Almighty and Christ.

Notice anything common among them?

You're right, we have to start naming names, but we're about as close to seeing that as we are of seeing

the arrival of the Great Pumpkin this October 31st touching down in the White House pumpkin patch for

real.

Americans in particular seem to prefer the self-made prison of lies in which they live, so much so that they

pretend not to while unwittingly begging for more.

Honestly, ... SMH anymore.
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God’s Path -Road Less Taken Writes God’s’s Substack Nov 30

Nailed it!
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jbc77 Apr 12

Just for the record, there was no virus. There was no pandemic. Only a manufacturered crisis
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pandelis Apr 12

we all made mistakes.
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Ed Brenegar Writes The Future of Leadership with E… Apr 16

I expect that the same will happen in their circle.
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